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As

a

seasoned

entrepreneur

and

fintech

expert,

Volodymyr
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investor's

expectations,

startup's

pain-points, and how to build profitable relationships between them. 


Core team
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IT

company

at

2010

"Illuminates"

grown

into

STO/ICO

expert

services company in 2017. 
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blockchain
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white
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solutions
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solutions

for
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James, startup founder
James doesn't have a clear plan for launching his project, and he's just found out - the launch is very expensive. James begins to
assemble a team, but he has no idea where and how to find the right people, so he starts searching on the employee sites. There is
no way to check if the user impersonates someone and using fake portfolio, so turns out that 2 of 5 remotely hired developers do
not meet the stated levels of expertise.
Bill's, James co-founder, didn't help him at all and just asks about incomes. Strategic partners just refuses to comply with the agreements.

However, James starts to attract investments, but he discovers that there is a problem with finding relevant angel investors and venture funds.

Ronald, Investor:
Ronald want to make an investment but he hasn’t instruments to check founders expertise and the projects itself. He's don't know
how to assess the risks, and no way to control project spendings.

So Ronald decides to hire an asset manager, who will solve all these problems, but he's discovered, that there is no way to check
the fund manager's expertise and reputation, besides just trust recommendations.

Also, Ronald met the problem with the lack of legal support and lack of micro-investment tools.

Jenny, service provider:
She's a freelancer and met the problem with founding customers on the websites she worked with previously. So she's decided to
try a freelance marketplace, but on the new website, she can't prove her expertise and reputation from the previous website. So
Jenny needs to completely start over.
E ven so, Jenny's managed to find the customer and complete her work successfully, but now she's got a problem - there are no
instruments to assure the secureness of deal. So customer just delays the payment over and over again.

Curtis, part of the blockchain community:
C urtis is a part of the blockchain community. 

C urtis wants to become a trustable in fl uencer, but he can't find the right platform where he could to prove his reputation. 

He wants to create new content based on crypto news but turns out that it is very hard to distinguish fake news from truthful. 

C urtis wants to cooperate with other in fl uencers to share and advertise his content, but it's very hard to reach them out.
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Technology solution


Today it could be done fair and transparent, thanks to our Relate Facts technology which give
you absolute certainty what is fact and what is not.

Relatefacts

-

methodology

that

helps

to

construct

interconections

between

users,

business activities, events and objects and store it into all kind of blockchains and
services databases.
It allows you to store and validate the fact via hashing its digital representation in the system of smart
contracts, reputation history form, expertise of all users and system’s objects — in a form indistortiable by time
or parties influence.




Our technology is the next link in the technological solutions chain, which increase reliability of business
interactions:






digitatal data

hashing

blockchain

smart contracts

relatefacts
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1. Free/cheap setup of STO/ICO

2. Jobs

3. Service providers, stores

4. Investment funds

5. Startups incubators

1.Free/cheap setup of STO/ICO -> So James just easily
setting up his startup using the Illuminates platform
instruments. Then he’s buying advertising and marketing
services via Marketplace and create development tasks via
Freelance marketplace →


2.Jobs → John and Jenny are applied for the James tasks.
They complete their works succefully and receive reputation
increase and payments. John want to buy new laptop so he
spent his money on the Marketplace. Jenny want to make an
invesmtent and receive more profits in future, so she’s using
Investment funds functionality to find suitable fund → 


3.Service providers, stores → Carl succefully make a deal
with John, so he’s earn payments and reputation increase.
Now he’s ready to expand his business → 


4.Investment funds → Greg as a fund manager publish his
strategy, and receive money from Ronald and Jenny. Now he
need to find suitable project to invest in. So he decides to use
Startups incubators to find such projects →


5. Startups incubators → Mark as a director of startup
incubator, chosed James’s startup to help him improve his
startup and receives investments → 


6. Process 1-5 will create community for: Social network,
Centralized and decentralized exchange, POS mining.
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comparison of competitors
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roadmap
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Required amount of seed-investments: $ 1 000 000
Distribution of seed investments
$ 520 000 - 52% of investments - platform development and improvement by directions: (Estimated time to reach
financial viability of the team is 7 months)

24%

$443 520 - 44,35% team.

$65 100 - 6,51% company's operating expenses.

$11 380 - 1,14% contingency reserve.
$480 000 - 48% of investments - Marketing - the final 

result of 100,000 platform users:
$5 000 - 0,5% Marketing research 

$240 000 - 24% Advertising.

$235 000 - 23,5% PR.

$500 000 in Lumen tokens in equivalent - 0% - Bounty campaign


23,5%
44,35%
0,5%

6,51%
1,14%
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Media plan for attracting 100,000 users
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Net income growth of the company, without
profits reinvestment


Income growth of the company including
quarterly profit reinvestment, and including
additional capitalization for 15% of shares
(2nd and 3d rounds in 12 and 24 months)
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I lluminates tokens structure
Illuminat tokens (LUM) - utility tokens, needed for using illuminates platform benefits, pay
for Illuminates services, platform fees or hold on wallets for POS mining 

Tokens information:
1. Token name - Illuminat token
Crowdsale
2. Token symbol - LUM
Team
3. Token standart - ERC 20
Bounty
Advisors
4. Token decimals - 18
5. Number of crowdsale rounds - 3
6. Initial token price - $0.20
Tokens will be allocated
as follow:
1. Crowdsale 82% - 82,000,000.00 LUM
2. Team 15% - 15,000,000.00 LUM
3. Advisors 1% - 1,000,000.00 LUM
4. Bounty 2% - 2,000,000.00 LUM
Total: 100,000,000.00 LUM

82%

d

c

b

15%

2%

1%
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Business model

SaaS platform for STO/ICO:

- We take 1,9 % tokens commision from every
project;

- We take 0,9 % of fiat funds raised, if project reach
soft cap;

- Project listitng cost 798$ with 399$ subscription
per month from the 2nd month;

At 100 active startups with at leaset 10% succesfull,
considering average length of startup is at least 8
months and $ 5,656,000 as an average amount of
funds gathered, our projected revenue will be
$4,132,000

M ar k etplace:

- We take subscription fee for launching
marketplace from $9,99 up to $ 4 9;

- We provide access to constructor of uni q ue
pages product cards for legal entities for $ 4 9;

- We take commission from each deal in c2c
and b2c sales : 0,9% ;

- We take commissions from the sale of each
digital copy of the ticket an advertising space
11,9%;

- We take commission from sale of each digital
copy of the software in the section I t S oftware :
1 4 ,9%.

O ur project revenue for the year of operation is
$ 6 49 5 10

SaaS
for
launch
and
maintenance of to k eni z ed funds:


Freelance
exchange
specialists recruitment:


- S ubscription fee for creating of Fund
deversive portfolio - $99 monthly ;


-

- Cost of website creation by using of site
constructor on a separate domain name - $78,
with subscription fee ;


At 100 active startups with at leaset 10%
succesfull, considering average length of
startup is at least 8 months and $ 5,656,000 as
an average amount of funds gathered, we
assume that 15% of all gathered fund will be
spent on freelance. Also An average order
checks on freelance services in one year, by
owners of stores, Funds, professional traders
etc. - 2000$ 


- We take commission from funds attracted by
investment fund in percentage - 3,9%;

Considering maket si z e and our hypotheses,
our projected revenue will be $4 86 ,000 .

D ecentrali z ed

exchanges:


and centrali z ed

- We take an average market - maker
commission - 0,0 4 5% ;

- We take an average market - taker
commission : 0.095%;


for

We take commission in percentage for each
operation - 3,9%;


Considering above our projected revenue will
be $994,000

Social media:


We use freemium model, and planing to add paid
advertisement in future.

Calculation of projected revenue from paid
advetisements will be provided in the next releases
of pitch deck and business plan.


We are expecting to reach $58 4 trading volume
for one person wiht at least 4 0000 users on
exchange.

Considering above our projected revenue will
be $ 5 04,000.
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C a p ita l i z at i o n c a lc u l at i o n o f t h e c o m pa ny,  

ta k i n g i nto a c c o u nt t h e p r o f it s r e i n v e s t m e nt d u r i n g 5 y e a r s :

Taking into account

1.

Profits reinvestments




2.

Additional users via referral and partnership program



3.

2nd and 3d rounds of additional capitalisation


1.

Initial seed-investments : $1 mln.


2.

2nd round of additional capitalisation - in 1

3.

3d round of additional capitalisation - in 2 years $25 mln.


4.

Total income for 5 years = $306 274 798


5.

Total

6.

Total net income for 5 years = $239 747 402


7.

Total

 


expense for 5 years =

year $5 mln.


$66 627 396


stabilization fund (with an allowance for deducting 10% of net profit every quarter) at the end of 5th  


year: $30 627 479

8.

Reinvestments in developments (quarterly) during 5 years from profits: $275 647 318


9.

Total number of platform users after 5 years: 8 587 545 people


10.

Monthly net income after 5 years: $16 526 744
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capitalisation FORECAST

Total company capitalization forecast after 5 year using Gordon growth model: 

Net income forecast for 6th year + stabilization fund actives + social media users capitalisation *
grow rate - discount rate

Total social network users capitalization : $16* 15 368 128 

OFZ bond 8% with 1,5 coefficient = Discount rate 12%


$204 872 457 + $37 253 998 +$245 890 048 * ( 41,7% -12% +100%) = $632 957 404

Total capitalization after 5 years: $632 957 404

By investing $50 000 in 1% of Illumin ates company equit y you will receive:

1.Seed investment: 1% shares for $50 000 


On

the

seed

registered
including

round

in

EU

planned

we

will

sell

jurisdiction,
additional

6%

of

which

company
after

capitalization

5

for

shares,

years,
15%

if

(2nd

and 3d rounds in 12 and 24 months) and project success
targeted to be wor th:



Projected shares price $6,329 mln for 1% in 5 years

2. In addition you can purchase LUM tokens :


By purchasing LUM tokens on the first stage
you

can

expect

to

receive

goods

and

for 0.1 E TH,
products

on

Expected equit y rOI in 5 yeaRs:

up to 12 559,15%

illuminates.org for price up to 10 E TH* after three years 



*Could

be

achieved

by

entering

in

top

30

on

Coinmarketcap

(based

July

2019

cr ypto market)
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Illuminates

Volodymyr Malyshkin
( Founder )

https://illuminates.org


linkedin.com/in/malyshkinv


support@illuminates.org


vmalyshkin@illuminates.org


Illuminates_official


@ceoilluminates


bitcointalk.org/index.php?topic=5135262.new






+38 (050) 505 53 10
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